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a b s t r a c t 

We develop a new dartboard methodology to delineate urban areas using detailed information about building 

location, which we implement using a map of all buildings in France. For each pixel, our approach compares 

actual building density after smoothing to counterfactual smoothed building density computed after randomly 

redistributing buildings. We define as urban any area with statistically significant excess building density. Within 

urban areas, extensions to our approach allow us to distinguish ‘core’ urban pixels and detect centres and sub- 

centres. Finally, we develop novel one- and two-sided tests that provide a statistical basis to compare maps with 

different delineations, which we use to assess the robustness of our approach and to document large differences 

between our preferred delineation and the corresponding official one. 
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. Introduction 

We develop a new dartboard methodology to delineate urban
reas using detailed information about building location, which we
mplement using a map of all buildings in France. For each pixel,
ur approach compares actual building density after smoothing to
ounterfactual smoothed building density computed after randomly
edistributing buildings. We define as urban any area with statistically
ignificant excess building density. Within urban areas, extensions to
ur approach allow us to distinguish ‘core’ urban pixels and detect the
entres and subcentres of urban areas. Finally, we develop novel one-
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nd two-sided tests that provide a statistical basis to compare maps
ith different delineations, which we use to assess the robustness of
ur approach and to document large differences between our preferred
elineation and the corresponding official one. 

Delineating urban areas is important for at least two reasons.
irst, urban research obviously needs to define its object. Extant
dministrative units such as municipalities do not generally constitute
elf-contained, functionally autonomous units. 1 Second, inappropri-
tely defined units may lead to a variety of biases. Urban areas that
re defined too narrowly or too broadly may fall foul of the modifiable
real unit problem ( maup ) by, for instance, misstating the extent of
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rban sprawl or by missing important positive or negative spatial
pillovers of urban policy interventions. 2 

To delineate urban areas, the first key choice regards what to
onsider to define functionally integrated units: flows of commuters
or perhaps other flows) or some form of proximity between people or
etween buildings. Flows of commuters are meant to capture integrated
abour markets while morphological approaches that rely on physical
roximity or contiguity arguably reflect a broad set of interactions. 3 

lthough we believe both types of definitions are legitimate, our
pproach falls into this second category. Some of the innovations
e make with our statistical approach are fairly straightforward to

mplement with a morphological approach categorising pixels on a map
ut would be more difficult to adapt to flows of commuters. 

To develop and implement our approach, we face four main chal-
enges. The first is to avoid arbitrary thresholds. Official definitions
ypically aggregate arbitrarily-defined administrative units using a set
f ad hoc rules mandating, among others, pre-defined urban cores,
inimum population thresholds, minimum distances between construc-

ions, or minimum shares or numbers of commuters, etc. While the use
f thresholds is unavoidable for any approach that seeks to discretise a
ontinuous territory into urban and rural areas, the main decisions that
nderlie our delineation are grounded either in maximisation criteria
r in standard statistical thresholds associated with our dartboard
ethodology. This is our first innovation. 

Our second challenge is to gather appropriate data to implement our
pproach. We use high-resolution data describing the built environment
f an entire country. Data about individual buildings are preferable to
opulation data since (residential) population data primarily describe
here people sleep at night. As a result, an approach using population
ata may fail to classify as urban large central business districts devoid
f residents. To avoid counterfactual distributions with buildings in the
iddle of bodies of water or on the peak of the highest mountains, we

lso need detailed data to describe the natural environment. Finally,
he computation of population for the urban areas that we delineate
lso requires high-resolution data for population. We gathered these
ata for France. Although such detailed and comprehensive data are
nfortunately not yet available for many countries, in robustness
hecks we implement our approach using less than ideal but more
eadily available data, including the builtup footprint of pixels or their
esidential population. 

Any delineation of urban areas should also be consistent with a
escription of their internal geography. This is our third challenge. To
o beyond an urban vs. rural classification of pixels, we propose exten-
ions of our approach that allow us to distinguish highly urbanised, or
core’, urban pixels from regular urban pixels. Within urban areas, these
xtensions to our approach also allow us to isolate centres, subcentres,
nd their surrounding areas. 

Our final challenge is to provide a statistically-grounded approach
o compare different delineations, such as delineations generated by
ifferent variants of our approach or our preferred delineation and
fficial ones. Whether two settlements form a single unified urban area
r two separate ones may depend on a few ‘joining’ pixels which may
e close to the threshold of being urban. This type of situation may
ometimes lead to the delineation of a single urban area and sometimes
2 Inappropriate definitions may also affect perceptions and consequently poli- 

ies more broadly. For instance, Latin American countries appear unusually 

ighly urbanised for their level of gdp per capita when using national defini- 

ions of what is urban. In turn, this apparent over-urbanisation of Latin America 

as accepted as fact and fed a long-standing skepticism towards urbanisation 

nd cities on the continent. More systematic and comparable definitions using 

atellite data show that the ‘over-urbanisation of Latin America’ is, to a large 

xtent, an artefact of lax definitions that categorise even small villages as urban 

 Roberts et al., 2017 ). 
3 For definitions that rely on commuting flows, the term ‘metropolitan area’ 

ay be more appropriate. 
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o the delineation of two. It is desirable to assess how much of the
ifferences between two delineations is due to sampling instead of
rue methodological differences. Being able to assess the importance of
ampling is our last main innovation. 

Our work contributes to the literature that seeks to define urban
reas, and more generally any form of spatial units. A long-standing
oncern in the literature has been to provide a rigourous definition of
rban or metropolitan areas, first relying on a notion of central places
 Berry, 1960; Fox and Kumar, 1965 ), then integrated local labour
arkets ( Berry et al., 1969; Kanemoto and Kurima, 2005; Duranton,
015 ), contiguous development ( Rozenfeld et al., 2011 ), or various
orms of spatial interactions measured, in particular, with land prices
 Bode, 2008; Corvers et al., 2009 ). A second concern in the literature
as been to develop robust approaches with minimal data requirements
o that urban areas can be delineated in a comparable manner over
everal countries ( Hall and Hay, 1980; Cheshire and Hay, 1989 ). Within
patial units, there is also a recurring interest in the formal definition of
rban centres and counts of subcentres (see McDonald, 1987; Giuliano
nd Small, 1991; McMillen, 2001 , and related litterature). 

There has been a renewed interest in delineating urban areas in
he recent past. Concerns about urbanisation and cities in policy and
evelopment circles (e.g., Asian Development Bank, 2019; CAF Devel-
pment Bank of Latin America, 2017; Ferreyra and Roberts, 2018 , for
he World Bank) have led to a number of attempts to delineate urban
reas for comparative purpose using night-time lights from satellite
ata ( Ch et al., 2018; Davis et al., 2020 ), a combination of night- and
ay-time lights ( Baragwanath-Vogel et al., 2020 ) or gridded population
ata ( Dijkstra et al., 2019; Henderson et al., 2020; Moreno-Monroy
t al., 2019 ). Comparability across countries imposes some limitations
o the methodology being adopted and the data being used. We can
abel these approaches as ‘wide but shallow’. 

New sources of data, sometimes unique to particular countries, have
iven instead some impetus for ‘deep but narrow’ approaches. Like us,
rribas-Bel et al., 2019 exploit a detailed map of all buildings for Spain.
hey develop a clustering algorithm to classify cities. A different ap-
roach is taken by Galdo et al. (2019) who use a variety of data sources
ombined with human judgement for a small subsample of locations in
ndia. Human judgement is then mechanically replicated for the whole
f India. Bosker et al. (2018) propose another type of ‘deep but narrow’
pproach. They use commuting data together with many other sources
o look at differences in the delineation of urban areas for Indonesia
cross a broad variety of approaches. In the spirit of Briant et al. (2010) ,
hey also explore the implications of different delineations for the esti-
ation of a number of urban relationships. While our main approach be-

ongs to this second group, we also propose a simplified version of what
e do that can be implemented using widely available gridded data. 

Our work is also related to a large literature in spatial statistics that
elies on dartboard counterfactuals. Much of that work is concerned
ith detecting spatial concentration from the distribution of distances
etween its objects of interests, such as establishments within the same
ndustry ( Duranton and Overman, 2005 ). Unfortunately, we cannot
dapt this type of approach to buildings since it would only tell us
hether buildings are spatially concentrated (and at which spatial

cale) but not whether a specific group of buildings forms an urban
rea. There is a literature that attempts to detect clusters of particular
ectors of economic activity in adjacent areas. See Mori et al. (2014) for
 recent development. A key endeavour in this literature is to isolate
 single or multiple clusters by grouping contiguous discrete regions.
ur approach uses instead ‘arbitrarily small’ spatial units and relies on
etecting excess smoothed density. While more demanding in terms
f data, this allows us to treat geographic space as a quasi-continuum
nd bypass the difficult computations associated with finding the
est cluster of regions or the best set of clusters. Billings and John-
on (2012) propose an approach closer in spirit to ours but they use it
o assess industrial specialisation instead of clusters. 
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Table 1 

Descriptive statistics on buildings. 

Min. 25th pctl Med. Mean 75th pctl 95th pctl 99th pctl Max. St. dev. 

Surface (m 

2 ) 0.2 44 93 153 152 421 1224 579,352 509 

Volume (m 

3 ) 0.4 186 466 1054 848 3044 10,870 14,483,811 7336 

Notes: Authors calculations for 33,400,921 buildings from bd topo . We eliminated 5 buildings with zero footprint in the data. 

Table 2 

Descriptive statistics for pixel building density (volume and footprint). 

Built area Min. 25th pctl Med. Mean 75th pctl 95th pctl 99th pctl Max. St. dev. 

Raw 

Surface ( m 

2 /pixel) 0 0 0 412 29 2380 7211 582,501 1551 

Share Built (%) 0 0 0 1.03 0.07 5.95 18.03 1456.25 3.88 

Volume (m 

3 /pixel) 0 0 0 2839 99 13,580 51,723 14,511,414 16,877 

Smoothed 

Surface (m 

2 /pixel) 0 95 192 397 363 1405 4211 22,571 806 

Share Built (%) 0 0.24 0.38 0.99 0.91 3.51 10.53 56.43 2.02 

Volume (m 

3 /pixel) 0 544 1106 2725 2159 9225 33,073 443,669 8061 

Notes: Authors’ calculations from bd topo using 12,403,734 pixels. To keep buildings lumpy, we allocate each building to the pixel that includes the 

largest share of its area. In extremely rare cases, this leads to a builtup footprint density that exceeds one for a pixel. 
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5 Most grey areas not highlighted in red in the peninsula are parking lots. 

A careful inspection reveals one building close to the rail tracks that does not 

appear in the bd topo data. This building was torn down. A Google Earth update 

posterior to the production of Fig. 1 shows this area as a construction site while 

Google Streetviews, updated even more recently, shows some new constructions 

(as of June 2018). 
6 We do not consider maxima as they impose little to no restrictions due to 

a small number of exceptional cases such as high altitude observatories or tiny 
. Data 

Our main source of data is the 2014 bd topo from the French
eographical Institute ( ign ). This is a three-dimensional vectorial

epresentation of the French territory with a one-metre precision con-
aining information on all buildings, including their footprint, height,
nd use. This dataset is a key component of the large-scale geographical
eference for the country. It integrates a variety of pre-existing sources
rom ign , satellite images, and the French cadastral information. 

Table 1 reports some descriptive statistics for the 33,400,921 build-
ngs in ‘mainland’ France, which includes a number of small nearby
slands but not Corsica nor overseas territories. Unsurprisingly, there
s much variation around the mean footprint of 153 m 

2 and the mean
olume of 1054 m 

3 per building. The largest building in France is the
eugeot car assembly line near Sochaux, which is several kilometre
ong, has footprint of nearly 0.6 km 

2 , and an average height of 25 m.
verall, the footprint of all buildings in France represents 0.93% of

he area of mainland France with an average height of 6.90 m, which
orresponds to about two stories. 

Our approach requires the rasterisation of the information about
ctual buildings to work with pixels. To keep the implementation
omputationally manageable, we divide the French territory into pixels
f 200 m by 200 m, which we designed to match those used by the
rench national statistical institute ( insee ). 4 We then compute the

building density’ of each pixel. For our baseline approach, we use the
olume of builtup space in each pixel to measure building density. In a
ariant, we also use the footprint of all buildings in each pixel. 

Table 2 reports descriptive statistics about building density. We note
hat 74% of pixels are unbuilt. Even at the 95th percentile of the distri-
ution of pixel building footprints, only 5.95% of a pixel is built up. It
s only at the far-right tail of the distribution that we observe intensely
uilt pixels. At the 99th percentile, a pixel is 18.0% built up. More gen-
rally, the distribution of buildings across pixels is highly skewed with a
ini coefficient of 0.927 for builtup volume and 0.909 for builtup area.

We illustrate our data work with the city of Grenoble for reasons
hat will become clear below. Panel a of Fig. 1 shows a Google Earth
apture of a section of central Grenoble, which centres on its ‘scien-
ific polygon’ located at the confluence of the Isère and Drac rivers.
he large round building at the northwestern end is the European
4 Pixel sizes are approximate because of tiny variations arising from the cur- 

ature of the earth. We also note that insee only considers pixels with positive 

opulation whereas our grid is complete. 

i

d

h

t

o

l

ynchrotron Radiation Facility, a particle accelerator. In panel b , we
verlay the picture of panel a with the bd topo data for buildings and
ixel boundaries. We note from this panel that the overlap of buildings
etween bd topo and Google Earth is near perfect. 5 Panels c and d
f the same figure repeat the same exercise for a rural area on the
utskirts of Grenoble. Again the building overlap is extremely good.
he exceptions are some isolated buildings in the bd topo which do
ot appear in the Google Earth capture. As it turns out, these buildings
xist but are hidden under the canopy. 

Our approach involves randomly redistributing buildings across
ixels. Some pixels are difficult or impossible to build upon because
hey are covered by a body of water, have an extremely steep slope,
r have a high elevation. Information about bodies of water can be
etrieved from the bd carthage . Data about elevation is obtained
rom bd alti . From this last source, we can also compute a measure of
ean slope for each pixel. See Appendix A for further details. 

Among pixels which contain at least one building, we determine the
9th percentile for the share of the pixel covered by water (42.4%),
he elevation (1213 m), and the average slope (21.0%). We then
onsider all pixels with either a proportion of water or an elevation
r a slope above the 99th percentile to be non-buildable. 6 Fig. 2
epresents non-buildable pixels according to these criteria taken
eparately or together. 

To illustrate our treatment of the data, we return to the Grenoble re-
ion in Fig. 3 . Panel a overlays the data about buildings from bd topo
or Greater Grenoble on top of a Google Earth capture. Panel b represents
ur final data. The map shows both individual buildings and building
ensity of buildable pixels. It also shows empty buildable pixels and non-
uildable pixels covered by water, with steep slopes, or with high eleva-
slands that were built up to host a jail or defense facilities. Overall, this led us to 

iscard 8.2% of all pixels and we end up with 12,403,734 buildable pixels. While 

igh-elevation and steep-sloped pixels are unsurprisingly concentrated around 

he Alps and the Pyrenees, pixels covered with water are more evenly spread 

ut but nonetheless follow expected patterns and underscore major rivers and 

akes. 
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Fig. 1. bd topo : Illustrations for Grenoble. 
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ion. We chose Grenoble for our illustration because it is the only city in
rance with population above half a million surrounded by mountains
nd thus all three types of non-buildable pixels are well-represented. 

Finally, we use geolocalised population data from insee originally
ollected for fiscal purposes. These data are readily available for the
ixels we use. 

. Delineating urban areas: methodology 

Our analysis is conceptually simple. We first compute building
ensity for each pixel as described above from the volume of all
uildings attached to the pixel. The second step is to smooth building
ensities across pixels using a kernel. In the third step, we then generate
ounterfactual building densities by randomly redistributing buildings
cross buildable pixels and smooth these counterfactual building den-
ities just like we smooth the actual density for a given delineation. In
he fourth step, we consider that a pixel is urban if its actual smoothed
ensity is above the 95th percentile of the distribution of counterfactual
moothed densities computed for that pixel. Urban areas are finally
efined as sets of contiguous urban pixels. We name these urban areas
fter the most populated municipality they overlap with. We return to
his last issue in further details below. 

As it turns out, this process delineates several thousand urban areas.
o avoid having to limit this large set using an arbitrary population
hreshold, we also define highly urbanised areas that we refer to urban
ores. To do this, we repeat our analysis and randomly redistribute
ll urban buildings across all urban pixels . We then consider that a
ixel is part of an urban core if its smoothed density is above the 95th
ercentile of the distribution of smoothed densities computed from this
econd set of counterfactuals. This procedure allows us to distinguish
etween urban areas that contain one or more cores from those that do
ot have one. 

Finally, we detect the centre and subcentres of urban areas. To
chieve this, we repeat again our analysis and randomly redistribute
ach and every urban buildings within their own urban area . We then
elect all pixels with a smoothed density above the 95th percentile of
he distribution of counterfactual smoothed densities in their urban
reas. In each urban area, the largest set (in terms of builtup volume)
f contiguous selected pixels defines the centre (or central area) while
ther sets of contiguous pixels define subcentres. 

We now describe some of these steps in greater details. 

.1. Smoothing building density 

After computing building density for each pixel directly from the
ata as described in Section 2 , we smooth this density across pixels.
moothed building density for pixel j with coordinates ( x j , y j ) is given
y: 

 ̂𝑗 = 

1 ∑
𝑖 𝐾 ℎ ( 𝑑 𝑖𝑗 ) 

∑
𝑖 

𝐾 ℎ ( 𝑑 𝑖𝑗 ) 𝑧 𝑖 , (1)

here z i is the building density for pixel i , 𝑑 𝑖𝑗 = 

√ (
𝑥 𝑗 − 𝑥 𝑖 

)2 + 

(
𝑦 𝑗 − 𝑦 𝑖 

)2 
s the distance between pixels i and j , and K h is a kernel with bandwidth
 . 

We need to choose a type of kernel and a bandwidth h . Our choice
f kernel is dictated by computational reasons. To avoid using too many
all) pixels for smoothing, we choose a bisquare kernel verifying: 

 ℎ 

(
𝑑 𝑖𝑗 

)
= 

[ 

1 − 

( 

𝑑 𝑖𝑗 

ℎ 

) 2 ] 2 

1{ 𝑑 𝑖𝑗 < ℎ } , 

uch that weights are zero after a given distance h . This choice of kernel
llows us to drastically reduce the size of our computations since the
uilding density of each pixel is smoothed over hundreds of other pixels
nstead of millions. 

For the choice of bandwidth, we face the following tradeoff. Taking
 large bandwidth will lead to over-smoothed data, which in turn
ill make it difficult to identify differences between more or less
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Fig. 2. Non-buildable areas. 

Notes: Maps produced using bd carthage (water) and bd alti (elevation and slope). 
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ntensely builtup areas. Taking a small bandwidth will instead lead
o under-smoothed data, which will in turn make it difficult to define
omogeneous areas. 

To decide on a bandwidth, we use the following generalised
ross-validation criterion. We first compute the smoothed building
ensity of each pixel net of its own contribution . That is, we amend the
omputation described by Eq. (1) to exclude the pixel at hand from the
ummation. For each bandwidth h , we measure the fit between actual
uilding density and smoothed building density (excluding own pixel
ontribution) using a pseudo-R 

2 . Because of our focus on urban areas,
ach pixel receives a weight proportional to its builtup volume. We then
etermine the optimal bandwidth so that it maximises the fit between
ctual and smoothed density using the cross-validation technique of
owman and Azzalini (1997) implemented with the sm R package. 

We note the following issue about the choice of bandwidth. In areas
ith very few buildings, it is best to fully smooth them out to predict
 landscape mostly devoid of buildings on most pixels. In these areas,
hich represent a large part of the country, the optimal bandwidth can
e large and unsuitable for more densely builtup areas. To avoid taking
n overly large bandwidth that optimally fits mostly rural areas, one can
nstead divide the country into smaller tiles of, for instance, 100 km by
00 km and compute the optimal bandwidth for each. Then, we can take
he median optimal bandwidth across all tiles as our preferred value. 

As the literature acknowledges (e.g., Bowman and Azzalini, 1997 ),
he optimal bandwidth can vary a lot across tiles of identical size. For
00-km tiles, the optimal bandwidth varies between 0.36 and 12.6 km.
onsistent with our conjecture above, larger optimal bandwidths are

ound for tiles in less intensely built-up areas of the country. For the
ame reason, there is even more variation in optimal bandwidth for
maller tiles. This said, there is less variation across tile sizes for the
edian bandwidth. It is for instance close to 0.9 km for 50-km tiles,
.7 km for 100-km tiles, and 3.3 km for 200-km tiles. We use a band-
idth of 2 km as our default but report below robustness checks using
 and 3 km, respectively. As we show below, the choice of bandwidth
or the range we consider mostly affects the smaller urban areas. 

Smoothing obviously reduces the skew of the distribution of building
ensities. As reported in Table 2 , after smoothing only 0.1% of buildable
ixels are ‘unbuilt’ instead of 74% for raw density. Conversely, the pixel
t the 99th percentile of the smoothed density is 10.5% builtup instead
f 18.0% in raw data. As a result of smoothing, the Gini coefficient is
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Fig. 3. Non-buildable areas and data treat- 

ment: Illustrations for Grenoble. (For interpre- 

tation of the references to color in this figure 

leg- end, the reader is referred to the web ver- 

sion of this article.) 
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7 We use the 95th percentile for our baseline results but we also consider 

alternative thresholds at the 75th and 99th percentiles in supplementary results. 
8 We ensure that no urban area is divided because of a river. 
9 We can think of building density as the outcome of a binomial distribution 

which we can approximate by a normal distribution given the large number of 

draws. However, such normal approximation is unlikely to work well in any 

case given the skew in the distribution of building sizes and the fact that the 

probability of receiving any given building is equal to the inverse number of 

pixels and is thus close to zero. For the smoothed distribution of buildings, this 

formula will be fairly involved since it needs to account for smoothing across 

pixels. 
.679 for smoothed builtup density in volume instead of 0.927 for raw
uiltup density. 

.2. Counterfactual building densities 

Next, we generate counterfactual building densities for the entire
ountry. To do this, we randomly redistribute all existing buildings
cross all buildable pixels with equal probability. This redistribution
f all buildings without replacement is equivalent to a full ‘reshuffling
f the deck’. For each counterfactual distribution of buildings and for
ach pixel, we compute its counterfactual building density just like
e computed its actual building density above. We then smooth each

ounterfactual building density across pixels like we smoothed actual
uilding density. For each pixel and each counterfactual distribution,
e thus end up with a smoothed counterfactual building density. 

For our baseline delineation, we perform this procedure 10,000
imes. As we show below, sampling errors barely affect our results. For
ariants of our baseline and robustness checks, we only perform 100
ounterfactuals to limit computations. 

.3. Detecting excess building density 

For each pixel, we can now measure its actual smoothed building
ensity relative to its distribution of counterfactual smoothed building
ensities. We call ‘urban’, a pixel for which the actual smoothed building
ensity is above the 95th percentile of its distribution of counterfactual
moothed building densities. 7 We refer to the other pixels as ‘rural’.
inally, we define an ‘urban area’ as a set of contiguous urban pixels. 8 

We note that we compute a different distribution of counterfactual
uilding densities for each pixel. If all pixels were buildable and in
bsence of geographic irregularities, we would be able to compute the
istribution of counterfactual building densities for a single representa-
ive pixel and use this distribution for all pixels. With buildings of the
ame size, we could even use a normal approximation and apply a sim-
le formula to compute the density threshold for a pixel to be defined
s urban. 9 However, the presence of non-buildable pixels, the irregular
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Table 3 

Descriptive statistics for the 95th percentile of smoothed building density. 

Q95 distribution Min. 25th pctl Med. Mean 75th pctl 95th pctl 99th pctl Max. St. dev. 

Surface (m 

2 /pixel) 8 491 508 503 527 558 586 768 47 

Share Built (%) 0.02 1.23 1.27 1.26 1.32 1.39 1.46 1.92 0.12 

Volume (m 

3 /pixel) 63 3652 3853 3854 4084 4508 4907 8454 442 

Notes: Authors’ calculations from bd topo from 13,628,277 pixels. This table reports various moments of the 

distribution of pixels for the 95th percentile of counterfactual building densities. 
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eography of the country, and heterogeneity in building sizes make such
hortcuts problematic. Table 3 documents how the 95th percentile of the
ounterfactual distribution of building densities varies. These are ‘per-
entiles of the 95th percentile’, equal for instance to 3652 m 

3 of builtup
olume for the 25th percentile and 4084 m 

3 for the 75th percentile. 
Although modest, this variation should not be ignored. 10 Thus,

e work with pixel-specific percentiles computed from a full set of
ounterfactual distributions of buildings. Below, we assess how using a
ommon threshold for a ‘representative’ pixel affects our results. 

Finally, we want to measure how much sampling matters in our ap-
roach and provide a statistical basis to the comparison of our baseline
elineation with some variants or with alternative delineations, such
s the official delineation from insee . To achieve this, we can use the
0,000 counterfactual distributions drawn for our baseline delineation
s 100 sets of 100 counterfactual distributions. We can then generate
 different delineation from each set of 100 replications and measure
ow these delineations vary relative to a median delineation. 11 

.4. Urban cores 

Before turning to our results, we note the following. The approach
escribed so far will lead to the delineation of a large number of urban
reas, ranging from major metropolitan areas hosting a million or
ore buildings to villages with no more than a few hundred buildings.
his result simply reflects the fact that most buildings are much closer
o each other than a random assignment would predict. Recall that
or the ‘median’ pixel in Table 3 it only takes a smoothed building
ensity of 9.6%, corresponding to a builtup footprint of 508 m 

2 , or a
uilding volume of 3853 m 

3 for a pixel to qualify as urban. The latter
hreshold corresponds to slightly less than 0.1 m 

3 of builtup volume for
 squared-meter of land. 

While we think it is useful to delineate all statistically significant
eaks of building density and be able to study them, for many applica-
ions ranging from the analysis of the scarcity of land for housing to the
gglomeration of production establishments in the same location(s),
e would like to focus on larger urban areas and more densely builtup
ixels. 

To do this, a first possibility would be to raise the significance level
o define what is urban above 95%. Unfortunately, this approach still
enerates many small urban areas. Another possibility would be to
dd a minimum size threshold for the number of buildings, the builtup
olume, or the population to qualify as urban area. This would be ar-
itrary. Instead, we propose the following approach. After applying the
ethodology described above and classifying all pixels in the country
10 In part, this variation in the thresholds across pixels arises from our sampling 

f a finite number of counterfactuals. However, mapping this variation shows 

hat it mainly reflects the uneven geography of buildable pixels in France. The 

5th percentile of the distribution of counterfactual building densities is lower 

or pixels that are surrounded by non-buildable pixels from which they receive 

othing from the smoothing of counterfactual distributions. This 95th percentile 

s even equal to zero for non-buildable pixels for which the distance to the near- 

st buildable pixels is more than the smoothing bandwidth and thus can never 

eceive a strictly positive building density. 
11 For this ‘median’ delineation, a pixel is classified as urban when it is urban 

n more than 50% of the 100 delineations. 
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nto urban and rural, we discard rural pixels and their buildings. We
hen repeat the same dartboard approach as previously and generate
ne hundred counterfactual redistributions of all buildings located in

rban pixels across all urban pixels . After smoothing as previously, we
ay that a given pixel is part of an ‘urban core’ if its observed density is
bove the 95th percentile of the distribution of counterfactual densities
omputed for that pixel. We can then focus on urban areas that contain
t least an urban core. As we argue below, urban cores are also of
ndependent interest. Note that we can repeat the same procedure
gain to isolate urban cores of higher order. 

.5. Centres and subcentres 

An important advantage of our methodology is that it can readily
e extended to analyse the internal geography of urban areas. We
ropose the following approach. In each urban area (as previously
elineated), we generate one hundred counterfactual redistributions of
he buildings of this urban area across all its pixels. After smoothing
s previously, we select the pixels whose observed builtup density is
bove the 95th percentile of the distribution of counterfactual builtup
ensities computed for that pixel. The largest contiguous set of selected
ixels in each urban area defines its central area or centre. The other
ets of contiguous selected pixels form subcentres. 

The key difference between cores and centres or subcentres is that
ores are defined relatively to all urban pixels in the country whereas
entres and subcentres areas are defined relatively to their own urban
reas. As it turns out, cores are overwhelmingly found in larger urban
reas whereas small urban areas often have a statistically significant
entre. 

. An anatomy of French urban areas 

.1. General results 

We now describe more fully the output of our baseline delineation
pproach, which defines 5771 urban areas representing 12.9% of all
ixels (or 14.1% of all buildable pixels) in mainland France. Total urban
rea population is 50,417,382 or 80.5% of the population of mainland
rance. Urban pixels host 69.8% of all buildings. Tables 6 and 7 in
ppendix B provide a summaries of our main results. 

Descriptive statistics about the size of the urban areas obtained in
he baseline delineation are reported in panel a of Table 4 . Because our
pproach defines a large number of urban areas, they tend to be small
n their large majority. Population is 437 at the first quartile, while
rea is 2 km 

2 . At the 95th percentile of the distribution of urban areas,
opulation is still only 10,319. 12 While our approach classifies only a
mall minority of pixels as urban, it also appears that it only takes a
odest concentration of buildings to generate statistically significant

xcess builtup density. 
Panels b and c of Table 4 report descriptive statistics similar to panel

 but distinguish between urban areas with a core (or several) and those
12 Our approach delineates a small number of urban areas without residents. 

hese are mainly isolated airports and nuclear power plants. Although devoid 

f residents who call these ‘urban areas’ home during the night, some of these 

uildings or groups of buildings host a large population during the day. 
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Table 4 

Descriptive statistics for urban areas, baseline delineation. 

Pixel distribution Min. 25th pctl Med. Mean 75th pctl 95th pctl 99th pctl 

Panel a : All urban areas (5771) 

Population 0 437 1018 8736 2446 14,319 11,325,097 

Area 0.04 2 4 12 8 32 3618 

Population density 0 196 305 358 453 821 3431 

Panel b : Urban areas with at least an urban core (812) 

Population 0 4578 8815 54,023 22,092 158,511 11,325,097 

Area 0.12 13 21 58 41 180 3618 

Population density 0 307 434 486 601 1018 3130 

Panel c : Urban areas without no urban core (4959) 

Population 0 380 840 1321 1658 4193 24,630 

Area 0.04 1 3 4 6 12 98 

Population density 0 184 287 337 423 787 3431 

Panel d : insee urban units (2216) 

Population 622 3240 4784 21,743 8897 55,227 10,613,004 

Area 2 20 34 56 59 156 2864 

Population density 7 108 171 233 277 630 3706 

Notes: Population is from 2015; area in km 

2 ; population density is the number of inhabitants per km 
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ithout. The contrast between the two groups of urban areas is striking.
here are 812 urban areas with at least an urban core vs. 4959 urban
reas without. Urban areas with a core have a much higher population.
hey host on average 54,023 inhabitants instead of 1321 for urban
reas without a core. Overall, urban areas with a core host 70.1% of
he French population and occupy 8.8% of the French territory, while
rban areas without a core account for 4.0% of the French territory and
0.4% of the French population. Our distinction between urban areas
ith and without a core does a particularly good job to distinguish the
pper tail of the distribution of French urban areas from the rest. 

Urban cores represent 18.8% of all urban pixels or 2.4% of pixels in
ainland France. This small fraction of pixels nonetheless hosts 51.6%

f the population of mainland France. That more than half of the French
opulation and 40.2% of all buildings are located on less than 3% of the
rench territory is revealing of a high level of spatial concentration. If
e repeat our approach to detect second-order urban cores (statistically

ignificant cores among cores), we isolate 0.5% of the area of the
ountry but still 25% of its population. After another iteration, we find
hat 10% of the French population lives on the 0.1% of pixels that form
9 third-order urban cores. Eventually, after 8 iterations, we are left
ith only a part of central Paris as the most ‘urban’ part of the country.

Fig. 4 is a map of the urban areas delineated by our approach.
nsurprisingly, the largest French cities are all clearly apparent. We
lso observe a high density of urban pixels along the coasts and major
ivers. The third main feature of this map is that urban pixels are much
ess prevalent in the mountainous areas of the country. 

.2. A close-up on four urban areas 

The four panels of Fig. 5 represent close-ups on the regions of Paris,
ille, Marseille, and Grenoble. Paris is the largest urban area in France.
ille and Marseille are also among the largest four. Grenoble is a smaller
ity, which we used above to illustrate our treatment of the data. These
our cities also differ in interesting ways for our purpose. Starting with
aris in panel a , the urban area of Paris looks highly monocentric and
entred on the municipality of Paris. The urban area branches out in
our directions following the river Seine and its two main tributaries,
ise and Marne. There are also many small urban areas that surround

he urban area of Paris. We finally note that the urban cores of Paris
over a large majority of the urban area. Not only is building density
n the urban area of Paris significantly higher than that in the rest
f the country but it is also significantly higher than that in the rest
f urban France. This feature is also true for all large French urban
reas. 

The Lille urban area, represented in panel b of Fig. 5 , is morpho-
ogically extremely different from Paris. It aggregates several large
unicipalities including Lille itself, Roubaix, Tourcoing, Douai, Lens,
alenciennes or Arras (not to mention a Belgian part for which we
o not have data). These municipalities are tightly integrated and for
any of them also belong to the same contiguous core. 

The Marseille region in panel c is a good example of a difficult natu-
al geography with the Mediterranean Sea to the South, a large lagoon to
ts west and a number of small mountains immediately west, north and
ast of the city. The core areas are centered around Marseille itself, Vit-
olles next to the Berre lagoon, and Aix-en-Provence. Several relatively
arge distinct urban areas exist in the same region such as Avignon to
he north or Toulon to the east. Finally, Grenoble in panel d is much
ore compact as it is surrounded by high mountains. The urban area of
renoble is also Y-shaped by its two rivers, the Isère and the Drac. We
onclude that despite extremely different geographies and underlying
orphologies, our approach is able to robustly isolate large urban areas.

.3. Population vs. buildings and the size distribution of urban areas 

As made clear by Table 4 , there is considerable heterogeneity in
uildings and population among the urban areas we delineate. To
xplore this heterogeneity further, we first focus on the relationship
etween the population of urban areas and their physical extent,
easured by their area and their builtup volume. We then turn to Zipf’s

aw to explore the distribution of urban area population. We note that
hese two explorations are also of independent interest since Zipf’s law
as attracted intense academic scrutiny (see for instance Duranton and
uga, 2014 , for a critical review of the literature). The relationship
etween the size and density of urban areas and their population has
lso received much attention (see Ahlfeldt and Pietrostefani, 2019 , for
 full synthesis). 

Panel a of Fig. 6 plots the population of the urban areas of our
aseline delineation and their builtup volume. The relationship between
hese two variables is tight, especially for larger urban areas. For all
rban areas with a population above 100, the elasticity of the builtup
olume with respect to population is 0.84. We estimate a slightly higher
lasticity of 0.93 when we focus on the 500 largest urban areas in
opulation. For this latter group, log population explains 93% of the
ariance of log builtup volume. If instead of the builtup volume, we
se the builtup area, we find elasticities with respect to population of
.84 for all urban areas with population above 100 and 0.89 for the
00 largest urban areas. 

Finding elasticities below one should be expected since a greater
opulation makes land scarcer and leads to higher prices for land and
uiltup space (see Combes et al., 2019 , for evidence from French cities).
n turn, higher prices lead to a reduction in the consumption of land and
uiltup space per person. Finding a slightly higher population elasticity
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Fig. 4. Urban areas in France. 

Notes: Urban areas in medium blue (medium 

grey). Urban cores in dark blue (dark grey). 

(For interpretation of the references to color in 

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 
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or builtup volume than for builtup area is also natural since we expect
uildings to be taller where the population is larger and land is scarcer.
he difference between the two elasticities for builtup volume and
uiltup area is nonetheless modest in France where building height is
ightly regulated. 

As far as we know, there is no prior estimate in the literature for
he elasticity of the builtup volume with respect to population. For the
lasticity of the builtup area with respect to population, our estimates
re higher than the elasticities of around 0.6 reported by Ahlfeldt and
ietrostefani (2019) for a large sample of world cities. 13 

Turning to Zipf’s law, we rank urban area population from the
argest to the smallest and regress log rank on log city population. This
s a non-standard regression. Gabaix and Ibragimov (2011) underscore
he existence of a small sample bias in the estimation of the coefficient
n log city population. To avoid this bias, they recommend using the
og of the rank minus one half as the dependent variable: 

og (Rank-1/2) = 𝛽0 − 𝜉 log Population + 𝜖 . (2)

he estimated coefficient 𝜉 corresponds to the shape parameter of
he Pareto distribution of urban area population. Zipf’s law (after
ipf, 1949 ) corresponds to 𝜉 = 1 . This implies that the expected size
f the second largest city is half the size of that of the largest, that the
xpected size of the third largest city is a third of that of the largest, etc.

Panel b of Fig. 6 plots this relationship for all urban areas with
opulation above 100. With this extremely low threshold, we estimate
13 This difference is not due to specific features of our delineation. We find 

ven slightly higher elasticities in France when using official urban areas. For 

he 500 largest official urban areas, the elasticities of the builtup volume and 

rea with respect to population are 0.92 and 0.86, respectively. 

2  

d

a

 coefficient of 0.71, arguably a large deviation from Zipf’s law. The
ain reason for this deviation is the existence of a thin lower tail of
rban areas with a small population. For all urban areas with a core,
e estimate a higher Zipf’s coefficient of 0.81. This coefficient is still
ragged down by a smaller number of small urban areas with a core.
hen we focus on the 500 largest urban areas, we estimate a coefficient

f 0.88, much closer to Zipf’s law. 14 If we only consider the 200 largest
rban areas, the Zipf coefficient rises to 0.93 and to 1.00 if we focus
nly on the 100 largest urban areas. 

.4. Centres and subcentres 

We now describe our results for the internal geography of French
rban areas. We find that 4481 among 5771 urban areas, or 78% of
hem, have a centre as defined above. The largest number of centres and
ubcentres is 71 for Paris. We also count 32 centres (and subcentres) for
yon and 16 for Marseille. Although high, these numbers are not out
f line relative to previous literature. Using coarser data, McMillen and
mith (2003) identify 47 centres and subcentres for Los Angeles and
9 for New York using a procedure that detects significant spikes of
mployment density and requires them to have a significant effect on
earby employment density to qualify as a centre or subcentre. 

Overall central and subcentral areas in French urban areas represent
6.9% of urban pixels and host 70.1% of the population of French urban
14 If we use builtup volume instead of population to rank cities for the depen- 

ent variable and use log builtup volume as explanatory variable, we estimate 

 coefficient of 0.99. 
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Fig. 5. Urban areas in four regions. 

Notes: Paris, Lille, Marseille and Grenoble urban areas in medium blue (medium grey) and their urban cores in dark blue (dark grey). Other urban areas in very light 

blue (very light grey) and their urban cores in light blue (light grey). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 
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reas. Altogether, the (unique) centres of all urban areas represent
9.6% of urban pixels in France and 28.1% of the urban population. 

The first interesting feature we note is the tendency for larger and
ore populated urban area to have more subcentres. We estimate an

lasticity of the number of centres and subcentres with respect to urban
rea population of 0.17. 15 This elasticity is modestly increasing with
ity population. For the 500 largest urban areas, we estimate it to be
.44 and the R 

2 of the regression is 0.58. Although the results are hard to
ompare directly, McMillen and Smith (2003) find a similar but weaker
endency for the number of subcentres to increase with city population.

The second notable feature regarding centres and subcentres is their
ighly uneven size distribution within urban areas. The population
15 Because nearly a quarter of urban areas do not have a centre, we use the 

nverse hyperbolic sine ( arsinh (.)) instead of a natural logarithm to measure the 

umber of centres and subcentres. This function is defined in zero and closely 

pproximates the natural logarithm of 2 x for x > 1. 

u  

d

c

f the central area is usually much larger than that of the largest
ubcentral area. To document this feature, we estimate again Eq. (2) for
he population of centres and subcentres within urban areas. 16 The
ipf’s coefficient we estimate is 0.30. This is much more uneven than
he size distribution of cities for which is coefficient is close to one.
easuring the importance of centres and subcentres with their builtup

olume or their builtup area yields comparable results. 
The third key feature we evidence is that the central population

s roughly proportional to urban area population. Regressing log
opulation in the central area on log urban area population for the
245 urban areas with a centre and a positive population estimates a
oefficient of 0.95. A similar coefficient is obtained when we measure
rban areas and their centre using their builtup volume or their builtup
16 We rank subcentral areas within each urban area (the central area is first by 

efinition). We then pool the observations and estimate the Zipf regression with 

ity fixed effects. 
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Fig. 6. Population and buildup volume and Zipf’s Law for urban areas. 

Notes: Dark blue (black) points represent the 500 most populated urban areas. Light blue (medium gray) points represent other urban areas with more than 100 

inhabitants. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Distribution of building densities. 

Notes: Authors’ calculations. Pixel building density (in m 

3 ) on the horizontal axis and cumulative distribution function on the vertical axis. The dotted curve 

represents raw building density and the plain curve represents smoothed building density. On the horizontal axis, 3853 m 

3 corresponds to the median across pixels 

of the threshold for a pixel to be urban. This threshold is the 95th percentile of the counterfactual densities and varies across pixels (as per Table 3 ). The grey band 

around 3853 m 

3 represents the 5th and 95th percentiles of the distribution of the threshold to be urban across pixels. 
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rea. When we restrict ourselves to the largest 500 urban areas, we
stimate an elasticity of 1.16 for population. Thus, the population of
n urban area’s centre increases faster than its total population in the
pper tail of the distribution. We estimate similar coefficients for the
opulation of all centres and subcentres (in regressions containing an
ndicator variable for each rank). 

.5. Obviously rural, obviously urban, and marginally urban pixels 

To understand many of the comparisons discussed below, it is im-
ortant to take another look at our baseline results in light of the large
ifferences in pixel builtup density documented in Table 2 . Fig. 7 plots
he cumulative distribution functions of smoothed and unsmoothed
ixel building densities (measured in m 

3 per pixel). On the horizontal
xis, we also plot the 95th percentile of the distribution of smoothed
ensities (for the median pixel as per Table 3 ). 

The cumulative distribution functions of Fig. 7 have three starkly
ifferent regions. For low building densities, the cumulative distribution
unction is extremely steep. This reflects the facts that a large majority
ixels are empty of buildings (for unsmoothed building density) or close
o empty (for smoothed building density). These pixels are ‘obviously’
ural. For high building densities, the cumulative distribution function
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s instead nearly horizontal which reflects the extreme skew of the
istribution of buildings across pixels in the upper tail. Put differently,
n this flat part of the cumulative distribution, we find a small minority
f ‘obviously’ urban pixels. They typically belong to urban cores. Given
ur purpose, the existence of these two extreme regions is good news
ince we expect reasonable delineations to agree on ‘obviously’ urban
nd ‘obviously’ rural pixels. 

However, between these two main regions, there is an intermediate
egion where the cumulative distribution function is very concave as it
ransitions from near-vertical to near-horizontal. This region captures a
iddle class of ‘marginally urban’ pixels found in smaller settlements or

t the periphery of larger settlements. We note that the 95th percentile
f the distribution of smoothed densities for the median pixel falls into
his region. Despite its concavity, the cumulative distribution function
f pixel building density in Fig. 7 does not exhibit any obvious kink. In
he absence of such kink, there is no natural threshold and any binary
lassification into urban and rural pixels will thus have to wrestle with
ow to treat this middle class. Put differently, small methodological
ifferences will generate different delineations with disagreements at
he periphery of urban areas and in smaller settlements. 

Three further remarks are in order. First, the existence of a middle
lass of marginally urban pixels may be read as a call to define richer
lassifications with more categories. While such classifications may be
eeded for some purposes, this would not solve the issue at hand. Two
inks in the cumulative distribution function of pixel building density
ould be needed to cleanly define this middle class. We do not observe

hem. Second, while the middle class of marginally urban pixels is small
elative to ‘obviously rural’ pixels, it seems large relative ‘obviously
rban’ pixels. Fig. 7 suggests that perhaps 80% of pixels are obviously
ural and maybe 5 to 10% are obviously urban. This leaves 10 to 15%
f marginally urban pixels. Third, while the set of marginally urban
ixels may be geographically larger than the set of ‘obviously urban’
ixels, it may host only a small fraction of the population relative to

obviously urban’ pixels. Hence while delineations may differ a lot on
he fraction of pixels they deem to be urban, the differences will be
maller for population. 

. Comparing our delineation with insee ’s urban units 

In this section, we compare the outcome of our delineation approach
o the official delineation performed by the French statistical institute
 insee ). We also use this comparison to introduce our formal metrics
nd tests to compare delineations. 

.1. insee ’s urban units and a first informal comparison 

insee provides a delineation of urban areas which, like our ap-
roach, relies on a morphological zoning. insee ‘urban units’ (unités
rbaines) are aggregates of French municipalities characterised by a
otal population of more than 2000 inhabitants living in a continuously
uiltup area with no more than 200 m between any two buildings. 17 

Panel d of Table 4 above provides some descriptive statistics for
nsee urban units. We first note that there are 2216 insee urban units
hile our approach delineates 5771 urban areas. The much greater
umber of urban areas in our delineation occurs because even fairly
mall settlements can exhibit statistically significant building density,
hereas insee imposes a lower bound of 2000 inhabitants. Only 1724
f our urban areas have more than 2000 inhabitants. 
17 insee also defines functional metropolitan areas using commuting patterns, 

hich it names urban areas (aires urbaines) instead of metropolitan areas. These 

reas are built around a core urban unit with at least 10,000 workers and iter- 

tively aggregate other municipalities provided they send at least 40% of their 

orkers to the core and other municipalities already aggregated to the core. 

eferences to alternative approaches are given in the introduction. 

t

o

b

a

b

i

Then, the comparison between panels a and d of Table 4 further
hows that insee urban units also have a greater physical extent. This
ifference in physical extent is even greater than the difference in
opulation so that the population density of insee urban units is a third
ower relative to our urban areas at the mean. Altogether and despite
heir much smaller number, the 2216 insee urban units cover 22.9% of
he French territory instead of 12.9% for the 5771 urban areas in our
aseline delineation. 

When we focus the comparison on the 812 urban areas with an
rban core, we find that, relative to insee urban units, our approach
elects larger settlements in terms of population despite their gener-
lly smaller physical extent. To illustrate this last feature, Fig. 8 in
ppendix C duplicates Fig. 5 above for the same four regions of Paris,
ille, Marseille, and Grenoble but also represents insee urban units.
espite the different morphologies of these urban areas, everywhere
e can observe the greater physical extent of insee urban units. 

.2. Urban Jaccard indices 

We now introduce indices to assess the extent to which spatial units
n two given maps coincide. The indices essentially measure the inter-
ection (or overlap) of urban pixels between two maps relative to their
nion. These indices are variants of Jaccard indices ( Jaccard, 1902 ),
hich we also refer to as similarity indices. 

We start with Jaccard indices that measure the extent to which urban
ixels overlap on two different maps. We refer to these indices as urban

accard similarity. Denote the set of urban pixels on map j ∈ {1, 2} as U 

j 

nd its cardinal as | U 

j |. The urban Jaccard similarity is computed as: 

 

12 
𝑈 

≡

|||𝑈 

1 ∩ 𝑈 

2 |||||𝑈 

1 ∪ 𝑈 

2 || . (3)

his index measures the proportion of pixels that are urban in the
wo maps among pixels that are urban on either of the two maps. It
aries between zero, when there is no intersection among urban pixels
n the two maps, and one, when all urban pixels on the two maps
re confounded. Note that the calculation of urban Jaccard similarity
xcludes pixels that are rural in both maps. 18 

The index described in Eq. (3) is extremely flexible since it can be
sed to compare any two binary classifications. In particular, we can
ssess the similarity between the official insee map of urban units and
rban pixels in our baseline delineation. We find 𝐽 𝑈 = 0 . 345 . This is
ow but recall that insee urban units cover 22.9% of mainland France
s. 12.9% for the urban areas we delineate. Even if all the urban pixels
f our delineation were also classified as urban by insee , the similarity
ould be only equal to 0 . 129∕0 . 229 = 0 . 563 . 

If we restrict the comparison to pixels that belong to the 812 urban
reas with a core in our delineation (and also limit urban units to the
147 with a core as defined by insee ), we compute a urban Jaccard sim-
larity of 𝐽 𝑈 = 0 . 363 . Although we delineate many more urban areas, the
ffect of this on the similarity between the two maps appears modest. 

Sampling could potentially explain much of the difference between
ur map and insee ’s map of urban units and the low Jaccard indices we
ompute from the comparison between these two maps. To assess the
mportance of sampling variation, we construct confidence intervals for
he index described by Eq. (3) . We want to compare a map generated
ith the dartboard approach proposed here to the official map of urban
nits proposed by insee . Because there is no statistical variation for this
18 After defining R j the set of rural pixels on map j , we could instead measure 

he overlap as ( ||𝑈 1 ∩ 𝑈 2 || + ||𝑅 

1 ∩ 𝑅 

2 ||)∕ 𝑁 where N is the total number of pixels 

n each map. It is easy to see that when there is no overlap among urban pixels 

etween the two maps, this index is equal to ( 𝑁 − ||𝑈 1 || − ||𝑈 2 ||)∕ 𝑁 . When | U 

1 | 

nd | U 

2 | are both small, the index is close to one because of the strong overlap 

etween rural pixels. We prefer to use a Jaccard index defined by Eq. (3) which 

s more easily interpretable for our purpose. 
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Table 5 

Descriptive statistics on pixel built area. 

Rank Urban Population Density insee urban insee Jaccard by 

area unit population rank urban area 

1 Paris 11,326,600 3123 10,613,004 1 0.398 

2 Lille 2,314,310 1159 980,148 4 0.170 

3 Lyon 1,894,178 1117 1,574,158 2 0.329 

4 Marseille 1,521,720 1428 1,530,694 3 0.323 

5 Nice 1,051,676 1477 955,474 5 0.407 

6 Bordeaux 1,020,664 769 857,528 7 0.284 

7 Toulouse 974,258 1015 879,968 6 0.387 

8 Strasbourg 693,598 843 420,648 13 0.193 

9 Nantes 641,775 1131 599,328 8 0.362 

10 Grenoble 580,128 873 486,534 10 0.319 

11 Toulon 576,310 1236 563,868 9 0.345 

12 Metz 501,168 821 267,163 20 0.246 

13 Rouen 497,320 1052 436,680 12 0.334 

14 Montpellier 491,727 1218 386,374 14 0.333 

15 Avignon 481,079 532 461,764 11 0.343 

16 Saint-Etienne 423,426 941 357,690 15 0.329 

17 Perpignan 367,972 585 188,027 30 0.227 

18 Mulhouse 359,378 785 237,299 23 0.270 

19 Rennes 340,389 1179 286,712 18 0.335 

20 Nancy 340,218 1020 252,584 21 0.280 

Notes: Population is from 2015; area in km 

2 ; density is the number of inhabitants per km 

2 . 

Urban Jaccard similarity by urban area as per Eq. (6) 
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econd map (or if there is some, we do not know it), we take this second
ap as exogenously given and we perform a one-sided test based on

he variation of the first map generated by our dartboard approach. 
We divide our 10,000 counterfactual redistributions into 100 groups

f 100 counterfactuals to generate 100 ‘smaller versions’ of our baseline
elineation that each classify every pixel as either rural or urban. For
ach of these ‘small’ delineations, we compute the similarity with the
nsee map using Eq. (3) . We take as reference the median value of the
rban Jaccard similarity and compute a confidence interval around this
alue. This procedure amounts to bootstrapping our index relying on
he same dartboard approach. 

We find extremely small standard errors around the urban Jaccard
ndices that we estimate. For our baseline delineation, we compute a
tandard error slightly above 0.0001 around our index 𝐽 𝑈 = 0 . 345 . For
 single small replication, the largest deviation relative to our reported
alue for this index is only about 0.0002 and thus only affects its third
ecimal. 19 

To explain such small standard errors, a first possibility is that
ur classification of individual pixels is very stable and not subject
o sampling variation. We can assess this explanation by using again
smaller versions’ of our baseline delineations and then compute the
accard similarity between pairs of these ‘small’ delineations. We
nd that the resulting urban Jaccard similarity is on average equal to
.906. Such differences were to be expected given our choice of a 5%
hreshold. Alternatively, the average Jaccard index between smaller
ersions of our baseline and the baseline is equal to 0.935. Interestingly,
sing 500 sets of counterfactuals instead of only 100 leads to a Jaccard
imilarity with our baseline delineation of 0.963. This result shows that
orking with 100 counterfactuals is typically good enough to achieve
 satisfactory level of precision in our context. 

This said, deviations of about 5% around our baseline delineation
o not fully explain the tiny standard errors that we obtain in the com-
arison with the urban units delineated by insee . The main explanation
s that the sampling variation we have for our pixels mostly cancels in
ut with the law of large numbers when computing Jaccard indices. 20 
19 For all urban pixels that belong to an urban area with a core, the standard 

rror for our index 𝐽 𝑈 = 0 . 363 is again small, slightly below 0.0018. 
20 The following complication is worth keeping in mind. The Jaccard Index is 

 ratio. In particular, pixels which are at the margin of being urban may be clas- 
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We can also compute Jaccard indices for population. By weighting
ach pixel in Eq. (3) by its population we can measure the overlap in
rban population between two maps instead of the mere spatial overlap.
or the comparison between the official insee map of urban units and
rban pixels in our baseline delineation, we find a population-weighted
accard index of 0.868. This is obviously much higher than the value of
.345 computed above without weighting for population. If we restrict
he comparison to pixels that belong to the 812 urban areas with a core
n our delineation (and also limit urban units to the 1147 with a core
s defined by insee ), we compute a urban Jaccard similarity of 0.847
hen weighting pixels by their population instead of 0.363. 

These much higher values of Jaccard indices when we weight
ixels by population reflect an important feature. While our baseline
elineation differs quite a lot from insee ’s delineation regarding which
ixels are urban, the two delineations nevertheless largely agree
egarding more heavily populated pixels and capture essentially the
ame population. The disagreements are mostly about marginally urban
ixels at the periphery of larger urban areas or smaller settlements. As
ade clear by the results reported in Tables 6 and 7 this result applies
ore generally to all our comparisons. 

.3. City Jaccard indices 

In Table 5 we compare the population and ranking of the 20 largest
rban areas with their corresponding insee urban units. While we
ostpone the discussion of the last column of this table, we can note
hat despite some differences in rankings, 17 of our top 20 urban areas
ave their corresponding urban unit in insee ’s top 20 ranking and the
opulation counts are surprisingly close for a large majority of urban
reas. The main exception is the urban area of Lille. With its population
f 2.31 million, this is unambiguously the second largest urban area in
rance in our baseline delineation. According to insee , the urban unit
f Lille ranks fourth with only slightly less than a million inhabitants.
his gap is consistent with our discussion of panel b of Fig. 5 above.
ified by our approach as urban or rural depending on sampling, while insee ’s 

ap mainly classifies these ‘marginal’ pixels as urban. Hence, at the numerator 

f urban Jaccard indices, the cardinal of the subset of insee ’s urban pixels that 

e also classifies as urban may not be sensitive to sampling even though the ex- 

ct subset is. In this case, note that the denominator is also essentially constant. 

his may not be the case in general. 
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ur approach evidences a large continuous urban cover around Lille.
nstead, insee delineates four separate urban units. We also observe
ome differences for Strasbourg, Metz, Perpignan, and a number of
maller urban areas for which we systematically obtain a greater
opulation. This occurs because our approach often aggregates together
reas that the insee delineation treats as separate urban units. Hence,
ven though our approach is more conservative at the extensive margin
elative to insee ’s delineation, it also has a tendency to aggregate more
nto larger urban areas at the intensive margin. 

More generally, while it is informative to measure to what extent
he urban pixels on two different maps overlap, it is also important to
easure to what extent the spatial units delineated on these two maps

oincide. To understand the difference between these two notions,
onsider the example of the urban area of Lille. As represented in panel
 of Fig. 5 , our approach delineates a large integrated urban area.
ccording to insee ’s delineation, the urban unit of Lille is much smaller
nd is only one urban unit in a group of several independent urban
nits located close to each other. Although many pixels are ‘urban’
ccording to both our delineation and insee ’s, they are partitioned
ifferently. We want to be able to take this into account when making
omparisons between maps. 

To do this, we must take a stand regarding the ‘identity’ of the
patial units across maps. To return to the example of the region of
ille in panel b of Fig. 5 , our approach delineates a large urban area
hat we naturally, but perhaps loosely at this stage, call “Lille ”. In the
ame region, insee delineates several urban units, only one of which it
alls “Lille ”. While we want to measure the overlap between our Lille
nd insee ’s Lille, how do we know these spatial units are appropriately
amed? With our delineation, the urban area of Lille also includes Va-
enciennes, the centre of a distinct insee urban unit with a population
bove 300,000. Had we named our urban area “Valenciennes ” instead
f Lille, we would want to compute the overlap of our large urban
rea (now called Valenciennes) with the “Valenciennes ” urban unit
elineated by insee . Put differently, we need to know when a spatial
nit is the ‘same’ across two maps that delineate them differently. 

To define the identity of the urban areas delineated by our approach,
e proceed as follow. As already mentioned, we name each urban area
fter the municipality with the largest population it overlaps with. 21 

ence, we name the large urban area at the extreme northern end of
he country “Lille ” because Lille is, among all municipalities with which
his urban area overlaps, the municipality with the largest population.
his approach is consistent with the insee naming convention of urban
nits, which always uses the municipality with the greatest population
ither as the unique name or as the first name for its urban units. 

More formally, for map j ∈ {1, 2}, denote by 𝑈 

𝑗 

𝑘 
the subset of pixels

n urban area 𝑘 ∈ { 1 , … , 𝐾 } , where K is the number of different spatial
nits on the two maps. This quantity K can be obtained by summing the
umber of spatial units on the first map and the number of spatial units
n the second map that are not defined on the first map. If spatial unit
 is absent from map j , obviously 𝑈 

𝑗 

𝑘 
= ∅. Then, it is also the case that

 

𝑈 

𝑗 

1 , … , 𝑈 

𝑗 

𝐾 

} 

is a partition of U 

j . We can now define the city Jaccard

similarity) index: 

 𝐶 = 

∑
𝑘 ∈𝐾 

|||𝑈 

1 
𝑘 
∩ 𝑈 

2 
𝑘 

|||||𝑈 

1 ∪ 𝑈 

2 || , (4)

fter dropping the superindex from indices that compare map 1 and
ap 2 to lighten the notations (by noting this index J C instead of 𝐽 12 

𝐶 
). 

The key difference between the urban Jaccard index defined by
q. (3) and the city Jaccard index defined by Eq. (4) is the following.
he urban Jaccard index ‘counts’ at the numerator all pixels that are
21 In theory, we need a criterion for breaking ties in case two or more urban 

reas share the same largest municipality. In practice, this never happens. These 

argest municipalities of urban areas are either fully included into their urban 

rea or only partially included with a rural remainder. 
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s  
rban in both maps while the city Jaccard similarity only counts them
hen they are part of the same urban area. Hence, J C ≤ J U . More

pecifically, we can readily observe from Eqs. (3) and (4) that: 

 𝐶 ≡ 𝐽 𝑈 × 𝑃 , where 𝑃 ≡

∑
𝑘 ∈𝐾 

|||𝑈 

1 
𝑘 
∩ 𝑈 

2 
𝑘 

|||||𝑈 

1 ∩ 𝑈 

2 || . (5)

he city Jaccard index, which measures the overlap between urban
ixels that belong to same urban area(s). It can be expressed as the
roduct of the urban Jaccard index that measures the overlap between
rban pixels and the ratio P of the sum of the overlap by spatial units
o the overall overlap. This ratio can be interpreted as a measure of
he propensity of the two maps to aggregate urban pixels into the
ame units. Put slightly differently, our narrow measure of overlap, the
ity Jaccard index J C , is equal to the product of our broad measure of
verlap, the urban Jaccard index J U , and an overlap quality factor, P . 

Note that we can also define a Jaccard index for each individual
rban area k : 

 𝑘 ≡

|||𝑈 

1 
𝑘 
∩ 𝑈 

2 
𝑘 

||||||𝑈 

1 
𝑘 
∪ 𝑈 

2 
𝑘 

||| , (6)

ith 𝐽 𝑘 = 0 if urban area k is missing from either map. We can now
how that the city Jaccard index in Eq. (4) can be decomposed into the
eighted sum of individual Jaccard index J k calculated for every spatial
nit 1 , …𝐾. From Eqs. (4) and (6) , we can write: 

 𝐶 = 

∑
𝑘 ∈𝐾 

𝑠 𝑘 𝐽 𝑘 , where 𝑠 𝑘 ≡

|||𝑈 

1 
𝑘 
∪ 𝑈 

2 
𝑘 

|||||𝑈 

1 ∪ 𝑈 

2 || . (7)

ence, the city Jaccard index is the weighted sum of the individual Jac-
ard index of every spatial unit where the weights are the share of pixels
 k that belong to this spatial unit in either map relative to the number
f urban pixels across both maps. All these indices can be bootstrapped
ollowing the approach described above for urban Jaccard indices. 

For the comparison between the official insee map of 2216 urban
nits and our preferred delineation with all urban pixels of 5771 urban
reas, we obtain 𝐽 𝐶 = 0 . 272 . For the comparison between the official
nsee map of urban units and our preferred delineation where we
estrict ourselves to 1147 insee urban units with a core and 812 urban
reas with a core, we obtain 𝐽 𝐶 = 0 . 289 . 

The main point to note is that although these two indices are below
heir corresponding urban Jaccard indices obtained above that take
he values of 0.345 (all urban pixels) and 0.363 (pixels that belong to
rban areas with a core), the differences are not large. Using expression
5) , this suggests a high propensity of the two maps to aggregate urban
ixels into the same units close to 0.8. 

Another way to understand those figures 0.272 and 0.289 for the city
accard similarities is to return to expression (7) , which shows that the
ity Jaccard index can be decomposed into a sum of weighted individual
accard indices for urban areas. For the 20 largest urban areas, the last
olumn of Table 5 reports their city Jaccard index. The results confirm
ur visual impressions from earlier with a reasonably high Jaccard index
or Paris of 0.398 and a much lower value for Lille of 0.170 while the in-
ices for Marseille and Grenoble are in between these two cases at 0.323
nd 0.319 respectively. For the largest 20 cities, the average (weighted)
ity Jaccard index is 0.341. This is slightly more than the overall value
f either 0.272 for the overall city Jaccard index. This is because, at the
ower end of the distribution, urban areas either overlap poorly or do
ot overlap at all, in which case the Jaccard similarity for them is zero.

When we compute standard errors for these city Jaccard indices
sing the same approach as described above, we obtain again values
hat are small, about 0.0007 for 𝐽 𝐶 = 0 . 272 (baseline delineation) and
.0009 for 𝐽 𝐶 = 0 . 289 (all urban pixels that belong to an urban area
ith a core). We note nonetheless that these standard errors are more

han seven times as large as those computed for urban Jaccard indices.
s mentioned above, city Jaccard indices are expected to be more
ensitive to sampling in the case of nearby groups of buildings which,
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epending on sampling, may or may not belong to the same urban area.
t the same time, we note that this sensitivity remains minimal for any
ractical purpose in our case. Similarly, when we perform the two-sided
est on 100 smaller versions of our baseline delineations (each using 100
ounterfactuals), we obtain a city Jaccard 𝐽 𝐶 = 0 . 903 , which is virtually
qual to the urban Jaccard 𝐽 𝑈 = 0 . 906 with a slightly larger standard
rror of 0.004. This shows that the identity of our urban areas does not
hange across our delineations. They neither aggregate nor split. 

In Appendix D , we propose alternative Jaccard indices that measure
he tendency of pairs of pixels to belong to the same urban areas. Like
ith individual pixels, we can measure the tendency of pairs of pixels to
e similarly classified as urban (a direct counterpart to J U above) as well
s the tendency of pairs of pixels to belong to a given urban area (a direct
ounterpart to J C above). Because pairs of pixels can be measured as part
f the same area over two different maps without having to define the
dentity of these areas, this also allows us to define a less conservative
easure of similarity across cities. For instance, a pair of points where

oth points belong to ‘Valenciennes’ will be counted as part of the sim-
larity between insee ’s delineation (which treats Valenciennes as sepa-
ate from Lille) and our delineation (which integrates Valenciennes with
ille). Because these indices are more involved and their interpretation
ess straightforward, we only report and discuss them in Appendix D . 

.4. The role of base units 

The imperfect overlap between our preferred delineation and
nsee ’s delineation of urban units may be caused, at least in part, by
he fact that insee aggregates entire municipalities. Although French
unicipalities are ‘small’, they are still much larger than our base
nits, pixels of 200 m by 200 m. On average, a French municipality
orresponds to nearly 400 pixels (or 16 square kilometers). 

To assess the effect of the difference in the size of the underlying
ase units, we consider a variant of our delineation where we ‘discretise’
rban areas ex post. Starting from our baseline delineation, we classify
n entire municipality as urban if 50% or more of its component pixels
re urban. If not, we classify this municipality as rural. This is similar
n spirit to the approach used by insee . 22 

When comparing our discretised delineation with insee ’s urban
nits, we obtain an urban Jaccard index of 0.291 for all urban areas and
.223 for all urban areas with a core. These values for the urban Jaccard
ndices are actually lower than their respective values of 0.345 and
.363 obtained above for the comparison with our baseline delineation.
his worsening in the overlap between delineations arises because
his discretisation is performed with a high threshold of 50%. This
akes our delineation even more restrictive than previously as many
unicipalities are ‘rounded down’. The effects of this rounding-down

re dramatic. With this 50% threshold, we delineate only 945 urban
reas instead of 5771 in our baseline. Only 7.8% of pixels instead of
2.9% are now classified as urban. 

It turns out that we can improve the overlap with insee ’s delineation
ith a lower discretisation threshold. If we classify as urban any munic-

pality for which 25% or more of its pixels are urban, we end up with
7.2% of urban pixels and the urban Jaccard index for the comparison
ith insee ’s delineation rises to 0.465 when considering all urban pixels
r to 0.561 when considering all pixels part of an urban area with a core.
hile the overlap between our delineation and insee ’s is still imperfect,

hese changes to the Jaccard indices caused by the discretisation of mu-
icipalities make it clear that the size of the underlying units to be aggre-
22 A municipality is classified by insee as part of an urban area if it is at least 

0% urban (according to its own definition of urban of course). We nonetheless 

eep in mind that insee allows for distinct urban units to be adjacent whereas 

e always integrate adjacent urban municipalities into a single urban area. 

J

t

t

m

i

ated plays an important role when delineating urban areas. This 25%
hreshold appears to maximise the similarity with insee ’s delineation. 23 

Another possible explanation for the limited overlap between our
elineation and insee ’s delineation of urban units lies in our use of
 95% statistical threshold, which may lead to a stricter definition of
hat is urban with our approach relative to insee ’s. It is true that

f we take an even more restrictive threshold of 99%, the Jaccard
ndex between our delineation and insee ’s falls from 0.345 to 0.305.
owever, taking a much less conservative statistical threshold of 75%
nly increases the urban Jaccard index to 0.363. 

Taking a less conservative threshold has three effects on our delin-
ation. First, it leads to an expansion of the largest urban areas that are
lso delineated by insee . This contributes to improving the similarity
etween the two maps since, with a threshold of 95%, our urban areas
re physically less extensive than those delineated by insee . However,
 lower statistical threshold also leads to the expansion of urban areas
hat are not part of insee ’s delineation and to the delineation of new
rban areas that are also absent from insee ’s delineation. These two
ffects lead to a worsening of the Jaccard index between the two maps.
verall, the first effect dominates, but only modestly. The lack of

imilarity between our delineation and insee ’s is thus not due to using
 95% threshold to define statistical significance. 

. Other comparisons 

.1. Urban areas defined with builtup volume vs. footprint 

While our preferred approach to measure building density relies on
ubic metres of building, an obvious alternative is to measure building
ensity with squared metres of building footprint. Using builtup areas
s perhaps closer to the definition used by insee to define urban units
s well as other morphological definitions used elsewhere. 24 

Our most important result here is that measuring building density
ith builtup areas instead of builtup volumes leads to more urban areas

hat are physically larger. Overall, with density measured with buildup
rea, urban areas take 16.3% of all pixels (instead of 12.9% with vol-
mes) and host 85.0% of the French metropolitan population (instead
f 80.5%). This greater physical extent of urban areas when using
uilding footprints instead of building volumes is unsurprising since
aller buildings tend to be located at the centre of urban areas. Periph-
ral areas with fewer and shorter buildings may thus still exhibit excess
uilding density when measuring their footprint but not when using
heir volume. We thus end up with physically larger urban areas and
ore of them when using building footprint instead of building volume.

We can assess the difference between the volume- and footprint-
ased delineations more systematically using Jaccard indices as above.
hen we compare the two delineations using all urban pixels on both,
e find 𝐽 𝑈 = 0 . 754 . We note that this figure for the urban Jaccard index

s close to the ratio of urban pixels across both delineations, which is
qual to 0.791. This indicates that urban pixels when using a volume-
ased definition of building density are to a large extent a subset of
he urban pixels defined when using a footprint-based definition of
uilding density. When we restrict ourselves to urban pixels that are
art of urban areas with a core, this feature is even more striking since
e find that 𝐽 𝑈 = 0 . 693 while the ratio of urban pixels is 0.715. 

Turning to city Jaccard indices we compute 𝐽 𝐶 = 0 . 262 for all urban
ixels and 𝐽 𝐶 = 0 . 290 for pixels part of an urban area with a core. The
ifference between the urban and the city Jaccard indices arises because
23 Discretising municipalities with a threshold of 25% also improves the city 

accard indices, albeit less so. This is because ‘rounding up’ municipalities leads 

o further aggregation of urban areas. Our preferred delineation has already a 

endency to aggregate urban areas more than insee ’s delineation, which gets 

agnified when using a low threshold for discretisation. 
24 We retain the same two-kilometre bandwidth as before. The impact of chang- 

ng the bandwidth is explored below. 
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he greater extent of urban pixels with a footprint-based definition also
eads to more aggregated urban areas. This is most obvious in the case
f Lille. When using building footprint to measure building density, the
rban area of Lille aggregates more than 10 urban areas, including Arras
ith more than 100,000 inhabitants, that are delineated as independent
rban areas using a volume-based definition of building density. 

Because a footprint-based definition of urban density leads to
hysically larger urban areas, we could expect it to lead to a map of
rban areas that is closer to the official delineation of urban units
y insee . The urban Jaccard index measuring the similarity between
ur footprint-based delineation and the official insee delineation is
 𝑈 = 0 . 373 . This is only modestly larger than the urban Jaccard index
f 0.345 measuring the similarity between our preferred delineation
nd the official delineation. For the city Jaccard index, we obtain
 𝐶 = 0 . 262 when using footprint instead of 0.272 when using builtup
olumes. This worse similarity is due to the greater aggregation of
rban areas when using footprint areas. 

It is easy to see that the statistical approach to measure the sig-
ificance of Jaccard indices described above readily generalises to
omparisons between two maps produced by variants of our approach
o perform a two-sided test. In this case, we can replicate each of the two
aps using the bootstrap methodology just described. This generates
00 pairs of maps and we can compute a Jaccard index for each of
hese pairs and deduce again a confidence interval. Again, the standard
rrors computed from our simulations for this comparison are tiny,
gain of the order of 0.0002. As mentioned before, any two delineations
e obtain from different sets of 100 counterfactual distributions of
uildings overlap extremely closely when we use volume criteria to
easure builtup density. The same result unsurprisingly holds for any

wo delineations that rely on the footprint of buildings. Hence, sampling
ypically affects at most the third digit of the indices reported above. 

.2. Urban areas defined using different statistical thresholds 

The next comparison regards the effect of the statistical thresholds
e use to define excess building density. Until now, we have focused
n the standard 95% threshold for statistical significance. 

To assess how this choice of threshold affects our delineation, we
lso replicate our approach with a 75% significance threshold and with
 99% significance threshold. When comparing our baseline delineation
ith a 95% threshold to the same delineation using a 75% threshold for

tatistical significance, we compute an urban Jaccard index of 0.756 for
ll urban pixels and 0.695 for pixels that belong to an urban area with
 core. By construction, any pixel that is urban with a threshold of 95%
or statistical significance is also urban with a threshold of 75%. In this
pecial case, the urban Jaccard index thus represents the share of pixels
hat are classified as urban with a 95% threshold among those that are
lassified as urban with a 75% threshold (17% of all pixels). Turning
o the comparison between delineations obtained with the 95 and 99%
hresholds for statistical significance, we find an urban Jaccard index
f 0.741 when considering all urban pixels and 0.699 when considering
nly urban pixels part of a urban area with a core. 

For both the 75–95 and the 95–99 comparisons, the city Jaccard
ndices take lower values of 0.252 and 0.259, respectively. These
ower values are unsurprising. Recall again that by Eq. (5) city Jaccard
ndices can be expressed as the product of urban Jaccard indices and an
verlap quality factor. Considering a different threshold not only leads
o a different proportion of urban pixels but it also leads to a different
ggregation into urban areas, that is a lower overlap quality factor. For
nstance, while Marseille and Toulon are delineated as separate urban
reas with a 95% threshold, they are part of the same integrated urban
rea with a 75% threshold. On the other hand, Lille and Valenciennes
re part of the same urban area with a 95% threshold but get separately
elineated with a 99% threshold. 
.3. Urban areas defined using different bandwidths 

We now compare our baseline delineation to variants generated
sing alternative bandwidth of one and three kilometres instead of
wo. With a one-kilometre bandwidth, we delineate 21,020 urban areas
epresenting 84.1% of the population. A shorter bandwidth implies that
mall clusters of buildings may no longer be smoothed out as previously
nd may appear now as statistically significant concentrations of build-
ngs. Urban areas that are integrated with our preferred delineation
ay now be separated into several with a shorter bandwidth. For

nstance, Lille, Valenciennes, and Douai are all part of the same urban
rea with a two-kilometre bandwidth but form separate urban areas
ith a one-kilometre bandwidth. This shorter bandwidth also leads to

he separation of Aix-en-Provence from Marseille. 
This increase in the number of areas is also true for urban areas

ith a core. With a one-kilometre bandwidth, we delineate 2221 of
hem instead of 812 with our preferred delineation. On the other hand,
reas in close proximity to large clusters of buildings will receive less
ass from smoothing and may no longer appear as significant builtup

oncentrations. A smaller bandwidth will thus lead to smaller urban
reas. Overall, and despite delineating nearly four times as many urban
reas, we end up with fewer urban pixels, 11.0% instead of 12.9%.
ecause the two effects we just highlighted are large, the urban Jaccard

ndex between the two delineations is rather low at 0.597. 
When we consider a longer bandwidth of three kilometres instead

f two, we unsurprisingly observe the opposite. With a three-kilometre
andwidth, we delineate 2891 urban areas, that is about half the 5771
rban areas delineated with a two-kilometre bandwidth. Extent urban
reas are also larger since 14.2% of pixels are classified as urban.
he effect of increasing the bandwidth by one kilometre on the urban
accard index comparing with our baseline delineation, which is at
.727, is nonetheless less dramatic than the effect of reducing our
referred bandwidth by one kilometre. 

.4. Urban areas defined with gridded builtup, population, or lights data 

The data we use is a comprehensive map of all buildings. To our
nowledge, this type of data exists for only one other country, Spain
 Arribas-Bel et al., 2019 ). While we expect this type of data to become
ore widespread, it will probably be many years before it is broadly

nd easily available for many countries. On the other hand, gridded
opulation or land cover data is readily available for the entire world
rom a number of sources (see Henderson et al., 2020 , for a discussion).
ere we assess how our approach fares when we adapt it to gridded
ata. Instead of redistributing buildings across pixels, we directly re-
istribute pixels and their builtup volume on the map. We then smooth
ubic metres of building across pixels and proceed as previously. 

When we redistribute the builtup volume of pixels directly, we
elineate 5294 urban areas, including 679 with a core, which occupy
0.2% of the territory and host 76.9% of the population. While this is
lightly fewer urban areas, fewer urban pixels, and slightly less pop-
lation than with our baseline population, the magnitudes are close.
he urban Jaccard similarity index for this variant and our baseline
elineation is 0.796. Because this variant generates 14.3% fewer urban
ixel than our baseline, the highest value the urban Jaccard index could
ake is 0.857. This suggests that these two delineations are otherwise
lose. 

To understand why redistributing pixels generates fewer urban
ixels, consider the following heuristic reasoning. Pixels already aggre-
ate buildings. The fact that some pixels contain many cubic meters of
uildings, often from many buildings, is in most cases not due to chance.
ur baseline delineation takes this variation into account through the

edistribution of individual buildings. However, this variation is ignored
hen we redistribute pixels directly. To put it simply, redistributing
ixels directly ignores a source of non-randomness and thus makes
xcess concentration of builtup volume harder to detect. The good
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ews is that with a relatively fine grid of 200 m by 200 m, the bias is
mall. 

Next, we can repeat the same exercise using population data on the
ame 200 by 200 m grid. This delineates 4147 urban areas with only
37 with a core. These urban areas occupy 7.9% of mainland France.
ecause a smaller fraction of France is urban relative to our baseline
elineation, the urban Jaccard similarity index is much lower than
reviously at 0.560. The main reason for this lower level of similarity
s the following. At the pixel level, there is much more variation in
opulation than in builtup. 25 As result, it is harder to be above the 95th
ercentile of the (smoothed) distribution of population than the 95th
ercentile of builtup volume. 

Finally, we replicate the same exercise once more but use informa-
ion coming from satellite lights at night at the level of individual pixel.

e use the same data as Ch et al. (2018) and recover a digital number
hat measures nightlight intensity for each pixel. We then proceed as
reviously but redistribute digital numbers across pixels instead of
uiltup volumes or populations. This procedure delineates 2576 urban
reas, including 664 with a core. These urban areas now occupy 16.8%
f mainland France. This is more than our baseline delineation. The
rban Jaccard index with our baseline is low at 0.402. Two effects are
t play to explain this low Jaccard index. First, it is well-known that
ightlights glow and this will mechanically lead to larger urban areas
see Baragwanath-Vogel et al., 2020 , for further evidence). Then it is
lso the case that the digital number that characterises pixel luminosity
hows less variation across pixels. As a result, the threshold statistical
ignificance is also lower than for builtup volumes. 

. Conclusions 

We propose a new approach to define urban areas. It relies on the
ost basic components of cities, individual buildings. Using a dartboard
ethodology, our approach naturally defines ‘urban’ as statistically

ignificant excess building density. The main strength of our approach
s to avoid (or at least minimise) the use of arbitrary criteria to define
hat is urban and what is rural. We rely instead on either optimality

riteria or standard statistical thresholds. We also develop new formal
ools to compare statistically different delineations on different maps. 

While less than 1% of the French territory is covered by buildings,
ur preferred approach classifies about 12.9% of mainland France as
rban and 80.5% of the French population is urbanised. Our approach
elineates 5771 urban areas, most of which are tiny. When we only con-
ider urban areas with at least an urban core, that is urban areas with at
east one pixel with excess building density relative to all urban pixels,
he number of urban areas falls to 812. These urban areas cover less
han 8.8% of the French territory but still host 70.1% of the population.

While some parts of the country such as the centres of large cities are
bviously ‘urban’, others are clearly rural. However, building density in
rance (just like nearly everywhere) declines slowly as one moves away
rom the centre of cities or as one considers smaller settlements. Hence,
here is no natural discontinuity in building density. At the same time,
ny attempt to partition the country into urban and rural needs to draw
25 For builtup volume, the standard deviation across pixels is slightly less than 

ve times the mean whereas for population the standard deviation is more than 

even times the mean. For nighlights below, the standard deviation is less three 

imes the mean. 
he line somewhere. Thus, minor methodological differences can lead
o sizeable differences in the delineation of urban areas. For instance,
efining building density with their footprint instead of their volume
eads us to delineate more and physically larger urban areas that occupy
6.9% of the French territory instead of 12.9%. On the other hand,

marginally urban areas’ host only about 5% of the French population. 
Our statistical tests allow us to make comparisons across maps. They

ndicate that the bounds around our preferred delineations are tight.
hile the choices made in the delineation approach matter, sampling

ssues do not when we make comparisons across approaches. 
When we compare our preferred delineation with the official

elineation of the French statistical institute ( insee ), we find that
ur approach tends to delineate either more urban areas (when we
onsider all of them) or fewer (when we restrict ourselves to urban
ores) than the 2231 urban units delineated by insee . We also find that
ur approach delineates physically smaller urban areas but, at the same
ime, has a stronger tendency to aggregate neighbouring urban centres.
n part, insee ’s urban units are larger because they sum municipalities
hereas our approach builds from tiny pixels. 

We also extend our approach to document novel features of the
nternal geography of cities. However, many further applications are
ossible. Obviously, our approach could be used to delineate urban
reas in other countries. We believe it could also be used for other
lassifications beyond urban-rural and at other spatial scales. For
nstance, it could be used to assess the clustering of retails stores
n certain areas of a city by creating counterfactual distributions of
xisting stores instead of a counterfactual distributions of buildings. A
ariant of our approach which randomly redistributes characteristics
uch as race or income across households could be used to assess and
escribe social or racial segregation within cities. 

ppendix A. Further information about the data 

bd carthage ( ign , 2006). The data describe all bodies of water in
rance. The river network is represented with lines and width categories
1: 0–15 m, 2: 15–50 m, 3: more than 50 m). We reconstructed rivers by
dding buffers around their lines (1: 10 m, 2: 30 m, 3: 50 m). We then
omputed the water area for each pixel by summing sea, lakes, and river
reas. 

bd alti ( ign , 2015). The data report elevation continuously for the
ntire French territory from measurements made at least every 75 m.
or each pixel, we compute average elevation. We also construct the
lope at each location and compute the mean slope for each pixel. 

Localised Tax Revenues ( insee , 2015). The French fiscal administra-
ion keeps a ledger of all households and their address to administrate
ncome and residential taxes. The addresses of households are geolo-
alised by insee to assign households to pixels. We designed our pixels
o match these insee pixels. A minor limitation of localised population
ata is that people living in retirement homes may have a fiscal address
hat differs from their actual residence. The same problem occurs with
tudents. Homeless people will be missing altogether. 
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A

ain v

n unit

J U 

–
–

0.345 
0.363 
0.317 
0.321 
0.373 
0.403 
0.290 
0.265 
0.384 
0.388 
0.255 
0.292 
0.408 
0.394 
0.363 
0.395 
0.305 
0.301 
0.343 
0.360 
0.549 
0.505 
0.550 
0.498 
0.533 
0.491 
0.491 
0.474 
0.291 
0.353 
ppendix B. Summary table 

Table 6 

Descriptive statistics for our baseline delineation and its m

Type delineation Number J U 
of ua s 

Panel A : Baseline delineation 

All ua s 5771 –
ua s with core 812 –
ua s with core of degree 2 234 –
Core areas 1228 –
Core areas of degree 2 353 –
Panel B : Other delineations 

insee Urban units 2216 0.345 
insee Urban units with core 1147 0.363 
Gridded volume ua s 5294 0.796 
Gridded volume ua s with core 679 0.773 
Surface ua s 7011 0.754 
Surface ua s with core 1552 0.693 
Population ua s 4147 0.560 
Population ua s with core 337 0.518 
Nightlights ua s 2576 0.402 
Nightlights ua s with core 664 0.425 
Panel C : Other parameters 

Bandwidth 1km ua s 21,020 0.597 
Bandwidth 1km ua s with core 2221 0.591 
Bandwidth 3km ua s 2891 0.727 
Bandwidth 3km ua s with core 561 0.706 
Quantile 75 ua s 7141 0.756 
Quantile 75 ua s with core 1792 0.695 
Quantile 99 ua s 5441 0.741 
Quantile 99 ua s with core 580 0.699 
Bootstrap 500 ua s 5837 0.964 
Bootstrap 500 ua s with core 930 0.962 
Discretised 10% ua s 1495 0.380 
Discretised 10% ua s with core 635 0.503 
Discretised 25% ua s 1293 0.464 
Discretised 25% ua s with core 622 0.560 
Discretised 50% ua s 945 0.408 
Discretised 50% ua s with core 574 0.532 

Table 7 

Descriptive statistics for comparisons between insee urba

Type delineation Number 
of ua s 

Reference 

insee Urban units 2216 
insee Urban units with core 1147 
Other delineations 

All ua s 5771 
ua s with core 812 
Gridded volume ua s 5294 
Gridded volume ua s with core 679 
Surface ua s 7011 
Surface ua s with core 1552 
Population ua s 4147 
Population ua s with core 337 
Nightlights ua s 2576 
Nightlights ua s with core 664 
Bandwidth 1km ua s 21,020 
Bandwidth 1km ua s with core 2221 
Bandwidth 3km ua s 2891 
Bandwidth 3km ua s with core 561 
Quantile 75 ua s 7141 
Quantile 75 ua s with core 1792 
Quantile 99 ua s 5441 
Quantile 99 ua s with core 580 
Bootstrap 500 ua s 5837 
Bootstrap 500 ua s with core 930 
Discretised 10% ua s 1495 
Discretised 10% ua s with core 635 
Discretised 15% ua s 1438 
Discretised 15% ua s with core 632 
Discretised 20% ua s 1388 
Discretised 20% ua s with core 621 
Discretised 25% ua s 1293 
Discretised 25% ua s with core 622 
Discretised 50% ua s 945 
Discretised 50% ua s with core 574 
ariants. 

J U pop. % pixels % build. %pop 
weighted 

– 12.9 69.8 80.5 
– 8.8 57.1 70.1 
– 6.4 46.5 60.9 
– 2.4 40.2 51.6 
– 0.5 17.1 24.6 

0.868 22.9 63.9 76.9 
0.847 15.7 54.8 68.7 
0.955 10.2 65.8 76.9 
0.938 6.8 52.5 65.7 
0.944 16.3 69.3 85.0 
0.908 12.3 58.5 76.8 
0.916 7.9 56.7 75.4 
0.859 4.9 42.9 61.0 
0.820 16.8 59.4 72.6 
0.849 15.1 57.7 71.5 

0.916 11.0 75.4 84.1 
0.903 6.8 59.0 70.7 
0.942 14.2 66.9 78.1 
0.935 10.4 56.6 69.9 
0.951 17.0 74.7 84.6 
0.916 12.7 64.7 76.5 
0.937 9.6 64.2 75.5 
0.911 6.2 50.5 63.8 
0.993 12.6 69.4 80.2 
0.990 8.6 56.8 69.7 
0.918 30.4 73.8 83.2 
0.956 16.7 59.8 72.2 
0.872 17.2 62.5 74.3 
0.939 12.7 55.8 68.8 
0.743 7.8 47.6 60.8 
0.833 7.1 45.8 59.3 

s and variants of our baseline delineation. 

J C J U pop. J C pop. 
weighted weighted 

– – –
– – –

0.272 0.868 0.759 
0.289 0.847 0.754 
0.267 0.874 0.792 
0.273 0.838 0.771 
0.262 0.854 0.705 
0.290 0.839 0.711 
0.249 0.884 0.813 
0.227 0.815 0.757 
0.189 0.828 0.561 
0.201 0.809 0.566 
0.230 0.820 0.771 
0.265 0.834 0.789 
0.286 0.896 0.730 
0.275 0.843 0.702 
0.252 0.852 0.692 
0.278 0.837 0.695 
0.259 0.871 0.793 
0.258 0.826 0.762 
0.271 0.869 0.761 
0.287 0.846 0.754 
0.197 0.887 0.498 
0.288 0.851 0.628 
0.226 0.889 0.534 
0.295 0.851 0.637 
0.261 0.885 0.597 
0.303 0.851 0.664 
0.273 0.871 0.647 
0.303 0.848 0.675 
0.223 0.762 0.664 
0.281 0.796 0.705 
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ppendix C. Supplementary maps 

ig. 8. Comparing urban areas with insee urban units in four regions. 

otes: Urban areas in light blue (light grey). Urban cores in dark blue (dark gr

olor in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this artic

ppendix D. Paired Jaccard indices 

We can propose another approach to the computation of Jaccard
ndices. This approach relies on dealing with pairs of pixels instead of
ingle pixels. We will refer extensively to the number of pairs of pixels
hat can be formed from a given set of pixels. To be clear, if a set has N
ixels, the number of pairs is 𝑁 ( 𝑁 − 1)∕2 . For a given map j ∈ {1, 2},
e introduce the set W 

j that includes all pairs of pixels such that the two
ixels constituting each pair are urban. Using counts of pairs of urban
ixels, we can readily define the counterpart of the urban Jaccard index
roposed in Eq. (3) . The paired urban Jaccard index is given by: 

 𝑈𝑃 ≡

|||𝑊 

1 ∩𝑊 

2 |||||𝑊 

1 ∪𝑊 

2 || . (A1)
rban units in mauve (very light grey). (For interpretation of the references to

For a given map j ∈ {1, 2}, denote by 𝑊 

𝑗 

𝑘 
the subset of pairs within

rban area 𝑘 ∈ { 1 , … , 𝐾 } . After denoting K 

i the number of urban areas
n map i , we can also write the paired city Jaccard index as: 

 𝐶𝑃 ≡

∑
𝑘 ∈𝐾 1 

∑
𝑘 ′∈𝐾 2 

|||𝑊 

1 
𝑘 
∩𝑊 

2 
𝑘 ′
|||∑

𝑘 ∈𝐾 1 
|||𝑊 

1 
𝑘 

||| + 

∑
𝑘 ′∈𝐾 2 

|||𝑊 

2 
𝑘 ′
||| − 

∑
𝑘 ∈𝐾 1 

∑
𝑘 ′∈𝐾 2 

|||𝑊 

1 
𝑘 
∩𝑊 

2 
𝑘 ′
||| . (A2) 

ote that the paired city Jaccard is not the exact counterpart of the city
accard index defined in Eq. (4) since pairs of pixels that belong to the
ame spatial unit on both maps are counted regardless of the identity of
his spatial unit. This is an important advantage because it allows us to
ypass this issue of the identity of spatial units completely. In a sense,
he paired city Jaccard index is less conservative since it counts pairs
hat belong to the same spatial units but these spatial units can be dif-
erent across maps. To illustrate this point, we return to the example of
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ille which we delineate as one large urban area whereas insee delin-
ates several urban units in the same region. When we compute a simple
city) Jaccard index for this urban area, we only count the overlap be-
ween ‘our’ Lille and insee ’s Lille. With a paired Jaccard index, pairs
here both pixels belong to Lille on our map and to, say, Valenciennes
n insee ’s map will still be counted. 

A more conservative possibility is to restrict the paired city Jaccard
ndex to consider only pairs that belong to the same unit: 

 𝐶𝑃 2 ≡

∑
𝑘 ∈𝐾 

|||𝑊 

1 
𝑘 
∩𝑊 

2 
𝑘 

|||∑
𝑘 ∈𝐾 1 

|||𝑊 

1 
𝑘 

||| + 

∑
𝑘 ′∈𝐾 2 

|||𝑊 

2 
𝑘 ′
||| − 

∑
𝑘 ∈𝐾 1 

∑
𝑘 ′∈𝐾 2 

|||𝑊 

1 
𝑘 
∩𝑊 

2 
𝑘 ′
||| . (A3)

his index is closer in spirit to the city Jaccard index described by ex-
ression (4) since it only sums across pairs that belong to the same city.
t suffers nonetheless from the same drawback as the city Jaccard index
n that it requires us to define again the identity of the units. 

When assessing the similarity between our baseline delineation and
nsee ’s delineation of urban units through paired Jaccard indices, we
nd 𝐽 𝑈𝑃 = 0 . 293 , 𝐽 𝐶𝑃 = 0 . 631 , and 𝐽 𝐶𝑃 2 = 0 . 610 . 
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